DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES – SPANISH MAJOR

FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall: SP 103: Beginning Spanish *
IN 140: University Seminar
IN 150: Critical Writing I
Non Sequential MPSL requirement (math, natural science, fine arts, etc.)
Elective
Spring: SP 114: Continuing Spanish
IN 151: Critical Writing II
Non Sequential MPSL requirement (math, natural science, fine arts, etc.)
Electives

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall: SP 223: Intermediate Spanish
IN 250: Univ. Studies, US Studies
Non Sequential MPSL requirement (math, natural science, fine arts, etc.)
CO 200: Oral Communication
Spring: Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
IN 251: Univ. Studies, US Studies
Non Sequential MPSL requirement (math, natural science, fine arts, etc.)
Electives

JUNIOR YEAR
Fall: Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
IN 350: Univ. Studies, Global Studies
Electives
Spring: Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
Electives

SENIOR YEAR
Fall: Spanish Upper Division Elective (300 level)
Electives
Spring: SP 480: Advanced Spanish Conversation and Composition (capstone)
Electives

Immersion course: Participation in a January or May immersion is recommended. Students can take SP 350: Study Abroad to fulfill one of the 7 300-level courses required for the Spanish major. (The Dept. of Modern Languages offers immersion courses in Argentina, Chile, and Spain)

- Students who took Spanish in High School will be placed in an advanced level.

For more information, look at the course bulletin online at www.millikin.edu/bulletin/